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KAHLES K15i the competition K team gets a new member... 

 

The new KAHLES K15i 1- 5x24 is the tactical counterpart to Helia 5. It is ideal for the fast 

target acquisition with an ultra- wide field of view. 

 
Shooters but also hunters will particularly appreciate the extra high "nose" and the catchy 

massive adjustment ring for fast magnification. The hard anodized and scratch resistant alu-
minum housing with reinforcement in the sensitive area of the  lenses protects the brilliant 
finish of the K15i even under tough conditions and offers optimum protection against external 
interference or damage. 
 
Through the strongest lighting technology for the day, which even in reflective and difficult 
lighting conditions as water, snow and flat lights allows optimal reticle illumination and the 
special KAHLES G4B reticle the K15i is ideal for the sport oriented shooters as for professio-
nal hunting use. 
 
If a maximum field of view, fast sighting, sturdiness and absolute reliability even in the 
toughest situations are are required, then the KAHLES K15i is the ideal partner. Whe-
ther in sports or hunting. 
 
KAHLES . Never miss THE MOMENT! 
 

 

 

High resulution pictures: 

If you need high-resolution pictures for printing, do not hesitate to contact me with e-mail. 

 

Technical details: 

All technical product features are already on our website to find. 

 

KAHLES - The riflescope pioneer since 1898 

In the past history KAHLES has set many milestones as the world 's oldest and still existing riflescope manufac-

turer. The strong market position of KAHLES is not only based on historical pioneer work, but also on sustainab-

le and innovative development and production in Austria. Each KAHLES product is developed, manufactured 

and tested based on the highest quality standards in the innovative and "green" production plant in Guntrams-

dorf, before it starts his way to the customer. More than 50 people - including design engineers , opticians, 

toolmakers, watchmakers and precision mechanics, to name just a few - finished near Vienna precision optical 

products, with the tightest tolerances and within the highest technical level. 


